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1. INTRODUCTIOK 
This paper presents an abstract setting for the study of the decomposi- 
tions of products of either irreducible characters or conjugacy classes of a 
finite group. We define the concept of “table algebra,” develop some of its 
basic properties, and prove in this context suitable generalizations of 
results of Arad and Fisman [AFl, AF2], Arad, Chillag, Herzog, and Stavi 
[ACH, AH], and Mann [M]. The separate but analogous cases of 
irreducible characters and of conjugacy classes are thus treated together in 
a uniform way. 
There is a long and complex history of algebraic and combinatoric 
generalizations of character tables and class algebras of finite groups. 
Association schemes have been extensively studied (see [ BI, p. 1791 for 
some historical references), and Brauer’s work on pseudo groups [Br2], 
also bears mentioning. After we initially defined and explored table 
algebras, we discovered that they are, in fact, related in a precise way to a 
special type of “C-algebra.” Now C-algebras, which generalize commutative 
association schemes. were introduced over 4.5 years ago in a paper of 
Kawada [K], as an abstraction of work of Hoheisel [H]. Theorem 2.10 
below shows that table algebras are equivalent to C-algebras with non- 
negative structure constants. (See [BI, p. SS] for the definition of a 
C-algebra. which may also be inferred from the proof of Theorem 2.10.) 
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So our theorems on table algebras in Sections 3, 4, and 668 yield new results 
for such C-algebras. The rest of this introductory section gives notation. 
definitions. examples, and statements of our main results, 
A will always be a finite dimensional, associative. commutative algebra 
with 1 over the field @ of complex numbers. Let B= (h, = 1, h,, . . . . h, 1 
denote a distinguished basis for A. If II E A and h, E B, let ti(h,, U) be the 
coefficient of h, in II (for u written as a linear combination of the elements 
of B). Consider the following hypotheses, which may or may not hold for 
a given pair (A, B): 
(I) For all i. .i, 171, h,h, = x,,, i -,,,,, /I,,, with r .,,,, I a nonnegative real 
number. 
(II) There is an algebra automorphism (denoted ) of A, whose 
order divides 2, such that h,~ B implies that h,~ B. (Then I is defined by 
h,=h,.) 
(III) Hypothesis (II) holds and there is a function g: Bx B+ R + 
(the positive reals) such that 
dh,,,, h,h,) = Ah,, h,,,) dh,, h,h,,)> 
where g(h,, h,,,) is independent ofj, for all i, ,i, W. 
(IV) Hypothesis (II) holds and there is an algebra homomorphism 
,f’: A + Cc such that ,f’(h,) =,f’(i;,) > 0 for all h, E B. 
Lemma 2.9 below shows that (IV) is, in fact, a consequence of (I), (II), 
and (III). 
DEFINITION. (A, B) is a tahk &ehru if hypotheses (I), (II), and (III) 
hold. B is called the table husk of (A, B). 
EXAMPLS. (1) Let G be a finite group. Let Clz( G) denote the set of all 
complex valued class functions on G, a commutative algebra under 
pointwise addition and multiplication. Let Irr(G) be the set of irreducible 
characters of G, a basis for C/z(G). Then (C/z(G), Zrr(G)) satisfies (I)-(IV), 
where extends linearly from x, H 2, (complex conjugate character) and 
.f’(x,) = x, (1 ) for a11 31, E Irr(G). Here, each i,,,Pr is a nonnegative integer and 
each g(x,. x,) = 1. 
(2) Again, let G be a finite group and let Z(cG) be the center of the 
complex group algebra. If C, = [ 1 ), Cz. ,,., C, are the conjugacy classes of 
G, let h,= 6, =C yi (, g for each C,, and let C/u(G) = (h, . . . . . h,). Then 
(.Z(cG), C/u(G)) satisfies (I))(IV). where - extends linearly from 
9 h, H 7Jy = c, = I&E C’, g ‘, and ,f’(h,) = ) C, 1 Here also each n,,,,, is a non- 
negative integer, but g(h,, h,,,) = / C, Iii1 C’,,, (
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Some other examples of table algebras are given in Section 5. Proposi- 
tion 2.5 below shows that if (A, B) is a table algebra then A is semisimple. 
So the interesting aspects of (A, B) concern B and its structure constants, 
rather than A itself. 
DEFINITIONS. Let (A, B) be a table algebra. The elements of B are called 
irreducible. If CI E A. 
Zrr(u) := jh,~Blri(h,, N)#OJ. 
that is, ZW(U) is the support of ti from B. The elements of ,~(a) are called 
the irrducihle constiturnts of N. 
An irreducible element h, is called real if hi = h, = h,, that is, if 7 = i. 
A subset D c B is called a table subset of B if D #@Y and Zrr(h,b,) L D 
for all h,, bjE D. A subalgebra of A generated by some table subset of B is 
called a table subulgebru of (A, B). Finally, (A, B) is sirrzplr if the only table 
subsets of B are B and [ 1 ). 
If B = Zrr(G) for a finite group G, let D be a table subset of B. Let 
N= n/CL) ker x = ker $, where II/ = CD x. Since I,-, ,1 2 o Zrv( $“I) = Zrr( G/N) 
[I, (4.3)], it follows that D = Zrr(G/N). Hence 
is a bijection between the table subsets of Zrr(G) and the normal subgroups 
of G. If B = C/u(G), then 
D++ u C’, 
i,t D 
is a bijection between the table subsets of C/u(G) and the normal sub- 
groups of G. So in either class of examples, (A, B) is simple if and only 
if G is simple. Note that a table subset of Zrr(G) or of CIu(G) always 
contains 1 and is stable under -. Proposition 2.7 below shows that these 
properties hold for any table subset in any table algebra. Thus if D is a 
table subset of B and (D ) is the table subalgebra which D generates, then 
((D), D) is again a table algebra. 
DEFINITIONS. Let (A, B) be a table algebra. An irreducible element b, is 
called linear if Zrr(by) = { 1 ) for some n > 0. (A, B) is called abelian if b, is 
linear for all b, E B. 
Proposition 3.2 will show that the linear elements of (A, B) form a table 
subset. It is easy to see that if B = Zrr(G), then x E B is linear in the above 
sense if and only if x( 1) = 1; and if B = C‘ku(G) then C, E B is linear if and 
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only if ( C’, j = 1, i.e.. C, z Z(G). Th c next result may be viewed as ;I 
generalization of [ FT, Theorem 2.61. 
DEFINITION. The cowring number cn( A, B) of a table algebra (denoted 
simply by can(B)) is the least positive integer nz such that In = B for all 
h, # 1 in B, if such nl exists. 
THEOREM B. Let (A, B) hc u tuhk ulgehru with / B / = h- > I. Let r hr the 
mmher of’ real h, # I in B. Then m(B) csists if und on&a if’ (A, B) is ,sinzpk 
and nonuheliun. !f’ m(B) rzi.st.s then 
cn( B) 6 $(A2 - (r ~~ I )I). 
This result is Corollary 7.7 in Chapter I of [AH] in the special case 
B= Cku(G) and is Theorem A(U) of [AL] when B= Irr(G). The proof is 
very similar to that of [AL, Theorem A]. Theorem B improves slightly the 
bounds given in [ACH] for cn(Irr(G)). It seems possible that there is an 
upper bound for c,n(B) which is linear in k, at least when B= Irr(G) or 
Clu( G). 
DEFINITION. Let (A, B) be a table algebra and fix any (a E B. Two 
subsets of B, the stuhilixr of c (sta c) and the set gencrured by c (B, ) are 
defined as 
star,:= ib,~BIb,~=i,(,fc~rsomei.,E~+) 
B, : = U /rr(c’). 
,=I 
Hypothesis (I) implies that sta I‘ and B, are table subsets of B. An 
element c E B is called ,fuithful if B, = B. 
THEOREM C. Let (A, B) bc u ruble ulgcbru. Suppose there e.uist b # c’ in 
H ,c,ith 
bc. = pb + \I<‘, .sonl~’ 11, 1’ E R +. (*I 
7kw h and c ure real, sta h = sta c. B,, = B, = sta h w (h, (’ ). und sta b is the 
miqut~ nmuimul tublr .sub.set of’ B,,. Conwrscl~~, if (A. B) i.s u ruble ulgcbrcl 
\t~ith rrul b, c E B SIXI? thut sta b = sta c = B - (b, c j, then bc = pb + IV /i/r 
rome ,ll. 1’ E R I . 
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DEFINITION (Camina [Cal, Mann [Ml). Let N be a normal subgroup 
of a finite group G. (G, N) is a CF-puir if for each g E G - N, all elements 
of gN are conjugate in G. 
The next result was first proved by Mann [M, Theorems 3, S] after Arad 
and Fisman [AFl] treated the special case when G is simple. 
COROLLARY C’. (i) A finite group G bus t,ro distinct irreducible charac- 
ters, x and q, such thut ~11 = nix + nq 1i.ith m, n > 0 if’ and on!,> lf G bus tlllo 
normal subgroups, M c N, such that (GJM, N/M) is a CF-pair, n>ith N/M an 
elementur~~ uhelian minimal normal .&group qf G/M, con taking ,just t)tv 
nonidentity cla.sses of’ G/M, and these c1a.s.sr.s are reul. 
(ii) A ,finite group G has t1c.o distinct cor~juguc~~ clu.s.ses, C and D, szrch 
thut CD = C u D, if‘ and onlJ3 if G bus tuw normal .suhgroup.s, M c: N, such 
that N/M is un elementar?~ uhelian minimal normul subgroup of G/M and 
N - M is the union of’ t\t’o real classes of G (which are C and D ), \i,ith 
MC c c. 
DEFINITION. Let (A, B) be a table algebra. A subset C c B is called puir- 
clo,sed if 1 C 1 B 2, each h, E C is faithful, and Irr(b,b,) G C u { 1 ) for each 
pair of distinct elements h,, h, of C. 
As a generalization of Theorem C we prove 
THEOREM D. Let (A, B) he u table algebra and C a pair-closed subset of’ 
B. Th one of the ,follo,zkg must I7old 
( 1 ) C u { 1 1 = B and (‘4, B) ix simple; 
(2) C = (h,, h,) ,for some h, E B; 
(3) all elements qf’C ure reul und,for all h, E C, 
B - C = ( tll r/e B and d is nonjkzithful j = sta h,; 
01 
(4) some element of C is not real and B ~ (C u ( 1 ) ) consists of’ a 
.single irreducible element d such thut (qfter replacement of’ tl by u positioe 
real scalar multipk lf necessur~~) (1” = 1 and db, = 6, ,fkw all b, E C. 
Conwrselv, if C is a set of’ at least two ,faithjirl elements of B such tht 
un>* one of’ ( 1 ), (3), or (4) hold.s, then C is pair-closed. 
For a faithful b, E B, the set jb,, h,) may or may not be pair-closed. 
Case (2) of Theorem D occurs whenever b, E B is linear. Less trivial instan- 
ces of case (2) are found in Examples (6) -( 13) of Section 5. Case (3) occurs 
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via Corollary D’ below; and Example (14) of Section 5, with C = [h, cm, ?). 
is an instance of case (4). 
COROLLARY D’. Ler G he N ,fi’nite group. A suh.set C of ut leust two 
characters,fiom Irr(G) is puir-closed [fund onljs if’one of‘ the ,following bolls: 
(1 ) G is simple und C u ( 1 ) = Irr( G); 
(2) G is csJ,clic und C = i 2, 2 }, nhere (2 ) = Irr( G ); 01 
(3 ) G has N unique minimul normul subgroup K ,thich is the union of’ 
reul conjuguc~~~ clu.s.ses of’ G, (G, K) is u CF-pair, und C is the set of’ ull 
irreducible churucrers of’ G \t,hich vanish off K. 
COROLLARY D”. Let G he N ,finite group. A suhxt C of’ at least two 
elements of’ Clu(G) is pair-closed if’urld only, lf’ one of the ,follolz,ing holds: 
(1 ) G is simple und C u ( I 1 = C/u(G); 01 
(2) G is c:,.clic und C = { g, g ’ ) ~t~hrre ( ,g ) = G. 
Corollary D’ is essentially Theorem 1 of Arad and Fisman [AF2]. 
Corollary D” is an extension of Theorem 2 of [AF2]; besides yielding that 
theorem, it shows that if C = (h, i’} is a pair-closed subset of C/u(G) for a 
finite group G. then G must be cyclic. 
Note that when case (3) of Corollary D’ holds, then in fact K is an 
elementary abelian p-group for some prime p. This follows from [Ca, 
Theorem 21 and the classification of the finite simple groups (see [CMS. 
Lemma 2.11). 
DEFINITION. A table algebra (A, B) is called .squure restricted if there 
exists a linear transformation “I. A + A .such thut B”’ G B, 1 (I) = 1, 
7 h,“’ = hj-’ fhr ull h, E B, urzti 
Irr((h,b,)“‘) G /rr(hj”b;) 
for all h,, h, E B. 
For C, any conjugacy class of a finite group G, define C”’ := 
{ $1 g E C, ).. Since (gh)2 =g2hxh for all g, /I E G, it is easily seen’ that 
(Z(QZG), Clu(G)) is square restricted by the map C,H$. 
DEFINITION;. A table algebra (A, B) is called square co-restricted if there 
exists a linear transformation (21. A + A such that B”’ c RB (the real span 
of B), q”‘= hj” and @Z Ivr(hj”) s In for all h,~ B; and (h,h,)“‘= 
h”‘h”’ for all h : / I. h ,E B. 
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If G is a finite group and )! E Irr(G), x(21 : G -+ @ is defined by 
j(“‘(g)=x(g”), all LEG. Since x”’ is a generalized character with 
~‘(1) = z( 1) and Zrr(X’*‘) 5 Zrr(;C’) [I, (4.5)], it is clear that (CI?(G), Irr(G)) 
is square co-restricted by the map x, H xj2’. 
Example (4) in Section 5 (with /J # 0) is one of a table algebra which is 
both square restricted and square co-restricted, but is not of the type 
(Ch(G), Irr(G)) or (Z(cG), C/u(G)) for any finite group G. See also 
Example (5). Several examples of table algebras which are neither square 
restricted nor square co-restricted are given in Section 5. 
THEOREM E. Let (A, B) be u table algrhra. Suppose that there exist h # ( 
in B nsith h # h and such that 
Then (A, B) is neither square restricted nor squure co-restricted. 
More structural information on table algebras where (**) holds for 
some h, c E B is given below in Theorem 7.3. We show that the examples of 
Section 5 are in a sense typical of nearly all the possibilities under (**). 
However, a complete classification is not yet attained. 
As a consequence of Theorem E, the following result of Mann [M] is 
proved. It was first established by Arad and Fisman [AFl] in the case that 
G is simple. (A gap in Arad and Fishman’s proof [AFl, ~.(2)(k)] is filled 
by our proof of Theorem E.) 
COROLLARV E’. Let G be (I ,finite group. There exist no puirs qf’e1ement.v 
b # c. either in Irr(G) or in Cla(G), nYth b #t? and such that bc = ~6 + \gc,fkr 
some p, 1’ E Z +. 
2. PRELIMINARY RESULTS 
Many of the arguments in this section, or variants thereof, appear for 
C-algebras in [BI, 11.51. However, the self-contained treatment presented 
here seems more cohesive than one which simply refers the reader to [BI], 
especially since our initial hypotheses are somewhat different. 
LEMMA 2.1. Assume that (A, B) suti.Sfj:es (1) and (II). Then (III) ho1d.s if 
and onl~~ if’ 
~(l,h,h,)#Ooi=j. (III') 
Moreocer, if (A, B) is u tuble ulgebru then b,b,,, # 0 ,for all i and m, und 
g(h,, b,,,) is uniquely determined us K( 1, b,h,)/ti( 1, b,,z). 
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Ptmf: Suppose that (III) holds. Then for all i and ,j, 
~(l,h,7;1)=g(h,,l)~(h,,h,l)=K(h,, l)k.(h,,h,) 
= g(h,. 1 ) ci,, 
and (III’) follows. 
Conversely, suppose that (III’) is true. Then for all i, j, and nr. 
h,h, = 2, j .,,, h, implies that 
h.( 1, h,h,h,,,) = jbr,,,l 41. h,,,h,,,) = k.(h,,,, h,h,) h.( 1. Lh,). 
But by (II), 
li( 1. h,h,5J = ti( 1, z&h,) = K(h,, i+,,,) h.( 1, h,h,). 
Now (I) and (III’) yield that K( 1, h,,,h,,,) > 0 for all M. Thus 
k.(h,,,, h/h,) = 
ti( I, h,h,) 
/-( ,, h,,,y-) K(b,, b,b,,,) 
for all i, j, and nr. and so (III) holds for at least one suitable function g, 
namely g(h,, h,,,) = ti( 1, h,&);ti( 1, h,,,h,,,). 
Now assume that (A, B) is a table algebra. To show that g is uniquely 
determined, it suffices by (III) to show that for each i and nz there exists 
,j with ~(h,.h,h,,,)#O. Since, by (III), 
it suffices to show that h,~Z~(h,,,h,) for some j, or equivalently that 
h,h,,, # 0 for all i and 1~1. 
Now each of /l,h, and h,,,h,,, is a nonnegative real combination of B, by 
(I), in which I appears with positive coefficient (by (III) or (III’)). Hence 
by (I) again, 1 appears with positive coefficient in h,h,h,,,h,,,, and so 
h,h,,, f 0. 
DEFINITION. Let (A, B) be a table algebra with 1 B 1 = k. Let r,, r2, . . . . I’~ 
be any positive real numbers such that r, = 1 and Y, = 7, for all i. Let 
h: = r,h, for all i. Then B : = jh: ( 1 < i < k 1 is called a wscalirzg of B. 
Note that (A, B’) is again a table algebra (with the same automorphism ) 
for any resealing B’ of B. Specifically. 
W-J; = ~4,,Jc!~ where I.:,,,, = T,F,T,,, ‘2 ,,,,,: 
I,! 
the condition T, = r, forces h: = hi, and condition (111’) clearly holds for 
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(A, B’). Since ti( 1, hI%) = ~2 ti( 1, h,&), Lemma 2.1 implies that the function 
,y’ which works in property (III) for (A, B’) is 
1 
g’(h:, K,,) = 5 ah,, h,,,). 
,?1 
It is trivial that Zrr(h:h;) = (h:,, / h,, E Z~(h,h,) ). So if C is a table subset 
of B, then the coresponding subset C’ of a resealing B’ is clearly a table 
subset of B’. If hi is linear then so is h:. Note that if (A, B) is square restric- 
ted (resp. square co-restricted) and if B’ is a resealing of B, then (A. B’) is 
also square restricted (resp. square co-restricted). 
PROPOSITION 2.2. Zj (A, B) is u tuhle ulgehru rim there is (I wziqur 
rtwwling B’ of’ B .su& that g’(h:, h:,,) = 1 ,f;~ all i, m 
Pmf: If I’, = K( 1, h,h,) ’ ’ for all i. then Y, = 1, I’, = I’~, and K( 1, h:h:) = 1 
for hI=r,h,. So B’= (h:l 1 <i<k) is a resealing of B, and g’= 1 by 
Lemma 2.1. If B” = (h;’ 1 is a resealing with g” = 1, and say h:’ = s, h,, then 
1 =g”(h;‘, 1 ) = K( 1, h,“h;‘)/ti( 1. 1) =.+I-( 1, h,7;1), 
which yields that each s, = T, and hence B” = B’ 
DEFINITION. If (A, B) is a table algebra then the unique resealing B’ of 
B such that g’ = 1 is called the norrm/ixu’ table basis of (A, B). 
Let (A, B) be a table algebra with B normalized, B = (h, 1 1 < i < k}. For 
any complex number ;‘, let ;‘* denote the complex conjugate of 1’. Let 
.Y=~:,~,h,,.l'=~:,T,h, (:‘,. z, E C) be typical elements of A. Define 
** so that .Y** = Y s* = .U*, and (.YJ.)* = .I .J .* 
independent of lescalings of B. 
for all X, J‘E A. Note that s* is 
Let (, ) be the positive definite Hermitian form on A x A given by 
so B is an orthonormal set with respect to (,). Then by properties (III) 
and (I). 
(h ,),, h,h,) = ti(h ,,,, h,h,)* = k-(b,, h/h,)* = (h,,h,, fJ,1* = vJ,,J,~ h,) 
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for all i,,j, m, and linearization gives us 
(u, hc) = (la?*, c), all (I, h. (a E A. (2.3 ) 
Thus for all a, h, CE RB, the real span of B, 
((I, hc) = (ah, c). (2.4) 
The arguments of Propositions 2.5 and 2.6 below are similar to some 
which are given for C-algebras in [BI, Chap. II], and appear to be 
standard in ring theory. The notation (, ) in the sequel will always mean 
the form introduced above. 
PROPOSITION 2.5. lf’ (A, B) is II tuhle aigehw then A is semisimple. 
ProoJ If .u#O in A then by (2.3). 
0 < (x, x) = (XV”, 1 ) 
and hence .u.?* # 0. Therefore, 
0 # (sx*)(.YI*)* = .\-.u*(.u.u*)* = s.u*s*.u = s’(.\-*)2. 
So xyz # 0 and hence A has no nilpotent elements. 
LEMMA 2.6. Let (A, B) hr N ruble ulgrhra and kr jr,: hr the .set q/ 
primitice idernpotents in A (so that A = @f=, Ce,. II direct sww of fkldr 
isomorphic to C). Then q = e,* and (cJ,, I ) = (o<, e,) > 0. 
Proof: Both the automorphism and the semi-automorphism * per- 
mute the elements of the set (L’, 1. For each s, (2.3) implies that 
0 < (c,, e,) = (c,(‘,“, 1 ). 
Then the mutual orthogonality of the e,, forces c* = (I,. Hence q = P,* and 
(es* e,)=(cJ,,e,*, l)=(ef, I)=((>,, I). 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let (A, B) ha u table rrlgehrm tvith / B / = k. Let h E B, 
h # 1. Then h E Irr( b”‘) .fiw some 0 < 111 < k ~ I and 1 E Irr( h”’ + ’ ). Hrnce m.v 
table .suhset of B is closed under -and contLlins 1. 
Prooj It follows from (III’) that 1 E /rr(h”‘+ ‘) if and only if h E /u(W). 
Now suppose that 1 $ ZW(~“) for all n with 1 ,< n <k. Then (h”, 1 ) = 0 for 
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all such n. If {e,, \ is the set of primitive idempotents in A then h = 1, cr,r, 
for some ~,EC, so W-C, are,. Then 
O=(h”, l)=pqe,, l), 1 <n<k. 
By suitable indexing we may assume that x,, . . . . c(, are distinct, nonzero, 
and that for any nonzero x,,, X, = I, for some .F d t. Then 
Now the determinant of the t x t matrix (x’,) is a, s(* ... x, times a (nonzero) 
Vandermonde determinant. It follows that 
1 (e,,, I)=0 for 1 d.s<t, 
I, u,1th 
z,, ~ 7, 
which contradicts Lemma 2.6. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let (A, B) hc N tdde dgehru and let h E B. 
(i) sta h=stahgB,,=B,. 
(ii) [f’h E sta h tfwn h = 1 
Prmf: (i) Let d~sta h. Then 0~ (dh, h)= (8 hh) by (2.4). Thus 
IIG Zrr(hh) G B, by Proposition 2.7. So sta h G B,. Also, Proposition 2.7 
implies that do sta h. Hence LI’E sta i; and thus sta h c sta /;. By symmetry, 
sta h = sta h. That B,, = B, is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.7. 
(ii) If hi sta h. a table subset, then Proposition 2.7 implies that 
i; E sta h. So fib = i,h for some E. E R +. But 1 E Irr(hh) by property (III’). 
Hence h = 1. 
The following lemma was proved jointly by E. Fisman and one of the 
authors. 
LEMMA 2.9. An), tahlt~ alphrrr (A, B) satisfies (IV). 
Proof: Let B = ( 1 = h,, h,, . . . . h, ). By Proposition 2.5, there are k 
primitive idempotents C, in A, and A = @:= , Cc,, a direct sum of fields. 
Put h, = c, x,,e,, a,,, E @. Note that sll, = 1 for all s. The matrix (x,,) is non- 
singular. as B and {e , : 1 6 s < k i are both bases for A. For each i. 
q = I,$ = h:and Lemma 2.6 yield that h,= C, ccze,, where again a,T is the 
complex conjugate of x,,,. It is clear that there are exactly k nonzero algebra 
homomorphisms f; : A + C. 1 <s dk, where ,f;(h,) = s(,, for 1 6 i, s d k. 
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Define the k x k matrix B, : = (i -,,, ,) where h,h, = C,,> j,,,)lh,,l, i, ,,,, j > 0. Let 
I’, be the k x 1 column vector whose ith entry is a,,. Then computation of 
each side of h,(h,~,) = (h,h,) c’, as a scalar multiple of c, yields 
B,r, = X,,?,. I < i. .s <k. 
Let B = 1, B,. Each 11, is an eigenvector for B, with corresponding eigen- 
value X,X,,. So if u=x,;‘,r ,. ;‘, E @. is an eigenvector for B with corre- 
sponding eigenvalue E., then for each .s with ;‘> #O we have Br, = i.l%, and 
%=X,x,,, Thus if the eigenspace for B corresponding to i has dimension 
one, then @U = Cc, for some .Y. 
Lemma 2.1 and property (II) imply that for each pair (.j. ~1) with 
1 <,j. 111 <k, there exists an i with i -,,,,, > 0. Thus all entries of B are positive. 
The Perron Frobenius Theorem (see, for example, [BP]) implies that B 
has a positive eigenvalue whose corresponding eigenspace is one-dimen- 
sional and generated by a strictly positive vector I’. By the paragraph 
above, @r = @r, for some .v. So there exists some (T E C and s with 1 < .s < k 
such that CCI,, > 0 for all i. But SI,, = 1, so CJ > 0 and hence x,, > 0 for 
each i. Now ,f;(h,)=r,T =x,, =,f,(h,)>O. This proves that (IV) holds and 
establishes the lemma. 
Now let (A. B) be a table algebra and by Lemma 2.9 let,!‘: A + @ be an 
algebra homomorphism which satisfies property (IV). Suppose that B is 
normalized. Let B’ be the resealing of B such that h: =,f’(h,) h, for all i. Now 
k.( I. ll;q =.f’(h,)” K( I, h,T;j) =,f’(h,)‘=,f’(l() > 0 
for all i. So the map h: w K( 1, h:h:) extends to an algebra homomorphism 
of A into C. This fact and properties (I). (II), and (III’) comprise exactly 
the definition of a C-algebra with nonnegative structure constants, as in 
[BI, p. 881. This proves 
THEOREM 2.10. (A, B) is u ruble algehru $and onl?, if’thew is u re.sculing 
B’ of’B sd1 that (A, B’ ) is u C-algehru brsith nonnegutioe struc’tuw c’or~.stunt,s. 
3. LINEAR ELEMENTS AND ABELIAN TABLE AWEBRAS 
Throughout this section, (A, B) denotes a table algebra with / B/ =A. 
Recall that an element h, of B is linear if /or = ( 1 ) for some n > 0. 
LEMMA 3.1. S~lppose thut c, , c7, . . . . c, ure (rwt nrcessuril~~ distimt ) non- 
negutice red combinations qf’ B .such thut Irr(c, cz c,) = i 1 ). Then ,jbr WI.\ 
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~Zrr(~,(~~~~.c,,)/ = 1. 
Proqf: Let h,, h, E Zrr(c, cl.. cI,), h,, E Zrr(c,, + , c,,). Then for some X, 
pER+, c,c2... (‘, = xh,h,, + /jh,h,, + (nonnegative real combination of B). 
Now h,b,, and h,h,, are nonzero, by Lemma 2.1, so our hypothesis implies 
that Zrr(b,b,,) = Zrr(b,b,,) = { 1 1. Thus h, = b,, = q by (III’) (see Lemma 2.1) 
and hence b, = b,. 
PROPOSITION 3.2. (i) b, E B is linear o Zrr(b,h,) = ( 1 ). 
(ii) Jf’ b,, b, E B ~rzcl b, is hour then 1 Zrr( b, b,)l = 1. 
(iii) T/w litwrr clcrwnts of B ,fhw~ (I table .subsrt of B. 
Proof: (i) If by = 81 for some /FEZ ’ and 6~ R ‘, then (b,h])“=ci’l. 
Now 1 l Zrr(h,h,), by (III’), and lZrr(b,h,) = I, by Lemma 3.1. Therefore 
Zrr(b,h,) = (1 ). Conversely. if Zrr(b,h,) = i 1 ) then Zrr(b:“h:“) = [ 1 ) for all 
??I> 0. Hence 1 Zrr(hy)/ = I by Lemma 3.1. By Proposition 2.7, there is some 
jr>0 with 1 ~Zrr(by). Thus Zrr(by) = 11 ). 
(ii) Since Zrr(b,h,) # @ by Lemma 2.1. the sequence Zrr(b,b,) for 
1 <j< k is a list of at least k (not necessarily distinct) elements of B. So 
if 1 Zrr(b,b,)l > 1 for some ,j, then there exist b, and b,, # b,,, in B with 
b,~Zrr(b,b,,)n Zrr(b,b,,,). Then 
Zw(Tjb,) L Zrr(h,b,b,,) n Zrr(h,b,b,,,). 
So (i) yields that Zrr(h,b,) G (b,, ) n (b,,,) = 0. a contradiction. 
(iii) If /li and b, are linear then by (ii). b,h, = ;‘h, for some ;I E: R ’ and 
b, E B. Let Zrr(by) = Zrr(by’) = ( 1 ). Then Zrr(by’“) = Zrr((b,b,)““‘) = ( 1 ), so b, 
is linear. It follows that the linear elements of B (which always include 1) 
comprise a table subset. 
Proqf’ of’ Tlzeorenl A. Assume that (A, B) is abelian. i.e.. that every 
element of B is linear. It suffices to assume that B is normalized and prove 
that B is a group under multiplication. 
Since B is normalized, the proof of Proposition 2.2 shows that 
K( 1. /I,%) = 1 for all h, E B. Then Proposition 3.2(i) implies that b,h, = 1. 
For any b,, b, E B, Proposition 3.2(ii) yields b,b, = yb, for some ;’ E R + and 
b, E B. Then 
1 =b,h,b,h,=b,b,(b,h,)=~‘b,h,=~‘l. 
SO ;’ = 1. It follows that B is closed under multiplication and is therefore an 
abelian group. 
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4. COVERING NIJMBER 
In this section (A, B) denotes a table algebra with 1 B / = k > 1. Recall 
that the covering number en(B) is defined as the minimum 117 such that 
Zrr(h:“) = B for all h, # 1 in B, if such an integer exists. 
LEMMA 4.1. (i) Zrr(Bh) = B./or each h E B. 
(ii) Given h E B, Ict n hc the minimul positive integer ~74~17 that 
B, = fi Irr(h’). 
,-I 
Then jbr ull 1 <<.j < n, Zrr(h’ + ’ ) ~ (U :_ , frr( h’)) # @. 
Proof: (i) For each h, E B, h,h#O and hence ~(h,, hih) #O for some 
h, E B. Then (III) implies that ~(h,, h,h) #O. Thus h, E Zrr(h,h). 
(ii) If Zrr(h’+‘) 5 U;=, Zrr(h’) for some positive integer .i, then 
Zrr(h’) i U/=, Zrr(h’) for all t >,j, Hence U:=, Zrr(h’) = B,. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. en(B) exists iJ’ and onI!, if’ (A, B) is simple and non- 
aheliun. 
Proqj If (A, B) is not simple then there exists a table subset C with 
I If ’ I ’ c C s B. Then for any c # I in C. Zrr(F) c C for all m > 0. Hence 
Zrr(c”‘) #B for all m > 0, and en(B) does not exist. If (A, B) is abelian then 
there exists a linear element h # I in B (as k > I ). Proposition 3.2 implies 
that / Zrr(h”‘)l = 1 for all m > 0. So Zrr(h”‘) # B and again (X(B) does not 
exist. 
Suppose that (A, B) is simple and nonabelian. Let 1 # h E B. Proposi- 
tion 2.7 implies that I E Zrr(h’) for some t > 0. Since (A, B) is simple and 
nonabelian, Proposition 3.2(iii) yields that 1 is the only linear element of B. 
So there exists c # I in Zrr(h’). It follows from (I) that for all .i E Z ’ . 
6 Zrr( c’) E Irr( /I”). 
Hence, (finite) B, c /rr(h”) for some ,i> 0, and so B = Zrr(h”), as simple 
B = B,. Lemma 4.1 (i) implies that B = Zrr(h”) for all n > [j. Therefore en(B) 
exists. 
For the rest of this section, (A, B) is a simple, nonabelian table algebra. 
We define three positive integer-valued functions of h E B, called ~~.xponmt.s 
of h (although we explicitly use only two of them here). These definitions 
generalize those given for conjugacy classes in [AH, p. 271. 
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DEFINITION. Let (A, B) be a simple nonabelian table algebra and let 
DEB, h# 1. Define 
e,(h) := min (~11 EZrr(h”)) 
ej(h):= min (111Zrr(h”)=B), 
where n denotes a positive integer. 
We immediately have that e,(h) < c,(h) <e,(h) < CC. Note also that by 
Lemma 4.1 (i ), 
cn(B)=max {r,(h)lh~B) 
Let r denote the number of nonidentity real elements of B, and 2s the 
number of nonreal elements. So k = 1 + r + 2s. 
LEMMA 4.3. Zf 1 # h E B thrn e,(h) < 2s + 2. 
Pro?/1 If some real irreducible element u is in Zrr(h’) for some 
1 < i<s+ 1, then by (III’), 1 ~Zrr(z?)~Zrr(h~‘). Hence e,(h)<2s+2. If 
there is no such real U, then by Lemma 4.l(ii) there exist a nonreal 
irreducible element c and integers i,.j such that 1 d i< j<s + 1, CE Zrr(h’), 
and CE Zrr(h’). Then 1 E Zrr(cF) 5 Zrr(h’+‘), so that e,(h) d i+,j< 2s + I. 
LEMMA 4.4. If’ 1 # h E B then Zrr( (hh)’ +‘) = B. 
Prmf!f: Let S,,, = Zrr((hh)“‘) for all nz > 0. Since B is simple and non- 
abelian, h is not linear by Proposition 3.2(iii). Thus by Proposition 3.2(i), 
S, contains 1 and at least one other irreducible element c. So S,?, G S,,, + , for 
all uz > 0. Furthermore, B simple implies that B = B, E IJ,zl , S,,. It follows 
that there exists II > 0 with S,, = B and S,,, $ S,,, + , for all 1 d no < n. Now h6 
is fixed by , so each S,,, and hence S,,, + , ~ S,,, is stable under . Therefore. 
S l?i + I -S,,, contains at least one real element or a pair of nonreal elements, 
for all 1 d rn < II. Hence II < r + .P. 
LEMMA 4.5. If’ 1 # h E B then e3(h) <e,(h)(r + ,v). 
Proof: The definition of e,(h) implies that I E h”l(“‘. Then c,(h) > 1, as 
h # 1, so h”lCh’ ’ is a nonzero, nonnegative real combination of B. So by 
(III’). h E Zrr(h”‘“’ ’ ). Then Zrr(h”““’ ) z Zrr(hh) by (I ). By Lemma 4.4, 
~rr(/f71h’(r+ 3)) = B, 
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Proof’qf Throrm B. By Proposition 4.2, only the inequality remains to 
be proved. Lemmas 4.5 and 4.3 imply that, for some h E B. 
5. EXAMPLES 
Examples (1) and (2) remain (C/r(G), Irr(G)) and (Z(N), C/u(G)) as in 
Section 1. 
EXAMPLE (3). il = @[.u, ~t];.(.r’ ~ p.\- ~ I, J.’ - I’J’ ~ 1 ) where .v. J‘ arc 
indeterminates; 11. r 3 0; and B is the set of images of 1. .Y, .I‘, and .X-J’ in il. 
It is easily checked that (A. B) is a normalized table algebra, with -trivial. 
If /u’#O then “I:= ill,, makes (A, B) both square restricted and square 
co-restricted. 
In all of the examples below. the missing products are defined so as to 
make A commutative, 1 the identity. and an automorphism. If .Y E B but 
.T $ B. this means that .Y = .Y. It is tedious but straightforward to check that 
associativity holds in each case, and that (A, B) is indeed a normalized 
table algebra. Each is nonabelian simple except for examples (8). ( 12). (14) 
(4) (with 11 ==O), and (5) (with ~1~=0). 
EXAMPLE (4). B= (l,h,h;. Fix ~1, VER+U i0) with r-/12=1 and 
define 
b2 = ,LLb + 116 
hh = /lb + ph + I 
EXAMMPIJ; (5). B = ( I, h. c). Fix 11, r, A, ;‘3 0 such that I + ii, + I’;’ = 
,u2 + 1~~. and define 
hc = /Lb + l’(’ 
h’ = ih + /l(’ + I 
c2 = l’b + i’(’ + I, 
It is easily seen from associativity and (2.4) that any normalized table 
algebra of rank 3 (1 B/ = 3) must have the form (4) or (5). If /L # 0 in (4). 
then define (‘I: A + A as either the identity map or the automorphism 
In either case. the map “’ makes (A, B) both square restricted and square 
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co-restricted. If i,y #O in (5), then IL’ := i~i,~ makes (A, B) both square 
restricted and square co-restricted. If /lv # 0 in (5), then let ‘I’ be the linear 
extension of 
h”l= (‘, C’ . 12) = h 1”l=, 
Then (A, B) is square restricted. If in addition /1= r and 2 = 7 then the 
same map (” makes (A, B) square co-restricted. 
For Examples (6))( 13) below, fix p, \‘E R+ with p’- \12 = 1. Each of 
(6) (13) satisfies the hypothesis ( **) of Theorem E. See Theorem 7.3 below 
for a discussion of how general a role these examples play when (**) 
occurs. As a consequence of Theorem E, none of (6))( 13) is square rcstric- 
ted or square co-restricted. 
EXAMPLE (6). B = ( 1. h. /;, C) with 
EXAMPLE (9). B = [ 1, b, b, C, ?, cl) with 
bc = ph + 1’~’ 
hc = IF + pd 
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EXAMPLE (IO). B=(l,h,h,c.?,d,d) with 
hc = /Ah + \‘C 
h” = vh + pi? 
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EXAMPLE (14). Choose real numbers y > 0, #x > 0. and ,u, r 3 0 such that 
;‘/l + 2tY + I = ‘cl1 + 2;“. 
Let B = i 1, h, c, ?. d) and define 
6. EQUATIONS; PROOF OF THEOREM C AND COROLLARY C' 
Proof’ of’ Tlworcw~ C. Assume that h # c are in some table basis B and 
that 
hc = /lb + 1’1’ for some ~1, 1’ E R ’ (*I 
Neither the hypothesis nor the conclusion is changed if we rescale B, so we 
may assume that B is normalized. The Hermitian form of Section 2, and in 
particular (2.4), will be used freely. Note that ~(h, U) = (h, N) = (u, h) for all 
h E B and u E RB. Neither h nor c equal I. by (*). 
STF.P 1. /?I?= ,&J + \'c? 
Proof: It follows from (*) and (2.4) that 
(hc,h)=(h.ch)=~l 
and 
L’ = (hl,, 1’) = (h?, I ) = (hl?, 7). 
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Therefore h?= ph + v?+ II, where u is a nonnegative real combination of 
B- {IT, 1.). Now 
p”hh + p(hf? + /k) + ?c? 
= (/lb + lY~)( ,lh + l’(.) = (hc)( hc) 
= (hc)(i;c) = (/lb + 1’7 + u)(/lh + lY+ U) 
= p%h + p’(hc~ + hc) + ?cr + 24(/h + w) + z&zuh + \‘1.) + uu. 
Now (2.4) and (III’) yield that 
~(‘+\,~=(l,hLl;~)=~~+~,“+(l,Irlr). 
ThusO=(l,uu)=(u.u). so u=O. 
STEP 2. h = h Und c= 7. 
Proof: Step 1 implies that 
jlhC + lc = (/Z/J + 137) t’= (hF) t’ = (ha) F = (/lb + w) 7 = $I? + 1*cF. 
Thus hc = hc, so (*) and Step 1 yield ph + 1’~’ = /lh + PC. Then I’ = ?., and by 
symmetry h = h. 
The claim for h’ then follows from (1) and Step 2. By symmetry, the state- 
ment for C’ holds also. 
STEP 4. ,LlC, = ~lCz + 0, c ~ (e, L’, c) (‘. utld Fe2 = l’(’ , + 02 h - (P2 h, h ) h. 
Proof: Note that 
h(h) = h(ptJ + 1’C) =/4/l’+ \lhr= p(pc + ih + 0,) + “(/lb + w) 
= p(d + v) h + (p’ + 11’) (’ + pe, ) 
while 
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So associativity implies 
The second part of Step 4 follows by symmetry 
STEP 5. e, c = (e, c, c)c und cj,h = (e2h, h) h. 
Proof: By Step 4, 
pw,=pe, +I*rzh-p(e,h, h) h 
Therefore, r(~,(., c) c + p(r,h, h) h = VP, (’ + pezh. Since (e,c, h) = 0 = 
(e,h, c) by Step 4, it follows that e, c= (P, (‘, c) (’ and P~ZJ = (ezh, h) h. 
STEP 6. Zrr(c,) = Zrr(e>) = sta h = sta c. 
Proof: Zrr(e,) G sta c and Zrr(r,) z sta h by Step 5 and property (I). If 
dcsta h then dh=pb for some PER! ‘. So 
ppb + de = pdb + vdc = d( pb + w ) = d( bc) 
= (db) c = (pb) c = p(bc) = p/h + pw. 
It follows that dca = PC’. hence sta h I sta c. By symmetry, sta h = sta c. By 
(*), h, c$sta h=sta I’. Now for d~sta h, (2.4) implies that O</I = 
(b, db) = (h’, d). So dc Zrr(e,) by Step 3. This proves sta h cZrr(e,) and by 
symmetry sta CC Zrr(e,). Step 6 follows. 
STEP 7. Conchsion. 
By Step 3 and Step 6, 
(c)ustahEIrr(b’)g (b,c)ustab. 
It follows from this and ( * ) that B, = (/I, c) u sta b. The union is disjoint, 
as noted in the proof of Step 6. Now B,, = B, by the same argument, since 
sta b = sta c. It is now clear from Steps 3 and 6 that sta b is the unique 
maximal table subset of B,. The proof of one direction of Theorem C is 
complete. 
For the converse, let (A. B) be a table algebra with real elements 
b # I’ in B such that sta b = sta c = B- (b. c). Then for any rl~sta b. 
0 = (b, cd) = (bc, d). Hence Zrr(bc) n sta b = 0. So hc = pb + w for some ,u. 
v E R ’ u {O ). If, say, p = 0. then b E sta c, which contradicts our hypothesis. 
So /L>O and v>O. 
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Kenlark. If h, c E B satisfy ( * ), then it is easy to derive the following 
statements from the proof of Theorem C. After a suitable resealing of h and 
c, there exists a finite subset B’ of A which is composed of h, c, and a scalar 
multiple e of c, = e2, and which is a table basis for a three-dimensional sub- 
algebra A’ of A. The structure constants for B’ are as in Example (5) of 
Section 5. 
Lemmas 6.1 and 6.2 below are closely related to Proposition 2 of [M] 
and to [Cal. These lemmas will be used in the proofs of Corollaries C’ 
and D’. 
LEMMA 6.1. Let G he a jinitr group. Lcjt T, S he subsets of Irr(G) 
.such that T is u table suhwt, 1, $ S, and T E sta < ,for all <ES. Lrt 
N= ~/ET ker x and let n he the numhrr of’ nontritlial G-conjugaql classes 
of N. Then 
(i) i vanishes ?ff’NJbr all c E S; 
(ii) TnS=@; 
(iii) IS/ dn; 
(iv) (f Zrr(G) = T u S, then (G, N) is a CF-pair and 1 S 1 = n. Further- 
more, lf all < ES are real then ull G-classes qf N art’ rd. 
Proof: (i) Let <ES. Since T E sta ;, we have for all 1 ET that & = n?[ 
for some rn~Z++, hence rn = ;c( 1). So if i(g) #O for some go G, then 
x(g)<(g)=x(l)i(g) and hencegEker x, for all ;!ET. ThusgcN. 
(ii) If [eSnT then resta [ implies that i= 1, by Corollary 2.8. 
This contradicts 1 L-‘ $ S. 
(iii) If IS / > n then there is a nonzero complex linear combination @ 
of S which vanishes on the nontrivial G-classes of N. Then @(g) = 0 for all 
g # 1 in G by (i). So @ is therefore a complex multiple of the regular 
character of G. This implies that 1 G‘ ES, which is a contradiction. 
(iv) Suppose that Zrr(G) = T u S, and let 177 be the number of 
G-classes in G-N. So m +n + 1 = Ilrr(G)I. Now T = Irr(GIN) implies 
that /T / <m + 1, and 1 S I <n by (iii). So by (ii), 
lZrr(G)I = IT/ + ISI <n7+ I +n= IZrr(G)l 
Hence / S 1 = n and 1 T I = m + 1. So the number of nontrivial classes of G,!N 
equals n7, which implies that (G, N) is a CF-pair. Finally, if all <ES are 
real, then Zrr(G) = T u S implies that all irreducible characters of G are real 
valued on N. Hence all the G-classes of N are real. 
As a partial converse, we have 
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LEMMA 6.2. Let N 4 G such thut (G, N) is N CF-puir. Let T = 
{I 11 E Irr(G) and ker x 2 N 1. Then T is u tuhle suhsrt of Irr(G), and,fkw ~11 
< E Irr(G) - T, < mvkhes off N und T c sta [, 
Proof: T = Irr(G/N) is clearly a table subset. Since (G, N) is a CF-pair, 
1 Cc, ,,(uN)l = ) C,(u)1 for all u E G ~ N. Hence by the second orthogonality 
relation, 
It follows that i: vanishes off N for all c E /rr(G) - T. Thus xi =x( I ) c for 
all 1 ET. The result follows. 
Proof of’ Corollq3 C’. (i) Suppose there exist x # q in Irr(G) with 
~q=nz)!+nq for some m, n>O. Let M=jjrtB,kerT, N=/j,+,,,/kera. 
Then by Theorem C and the discussion of Section I on table subsets of 
Irr(G), M and N are normal subgroups of G with NIM the unique minimal 
normal subgroup of G/M. Since B, = B,/ by Theorem C, WC may assume 
that A4 = ( 1 ), or equivalently that Zrr(G) = B,. 
Let T=stax=stac (by TheoremC), S= (;(,;), Now l(;$S by 
hypothesis, Zrr(G) = T u S and x, ; are real by Theorem C. By Lemma 6. I. 
(G, N) is a CF-pair, the G-classes of N arc real and there are exactly two 
such nontrivial classes. Then 1 Nl is divisible by at most two distinct 
primes. Hence N is solvable. So N, as a minimal normal subgroup of G. 
must be elementary abelian. 
Conversely, if G has normal su.bgroups ME N as described, we may 
assume that M= (1 ). Let T= (xElrr(G)Iker;!zN), S=lrr(G)-T. Since 
(G. N) is a CF-pair and N contains just two nontrivial G-classes, 1 S/ = 2. 
Each c ES vanishes off N, by Lemma 6.2, and is real on N, by hypothesis. 
Therefore i: is real. T g sta < by Lemma 6.2. Since T is a maximal table 
subset of Irr(G), T = sta < for each [ E S by Corollary 2.X. The result follows 
by Theorem C. 
(ii) Suppose that C # D are conjugacy classes of G with CD = Cu D. 
Theorem C implies that in Z(cG), sta c = sta d, BP = B,j = sta e CI i c, 
61. sta ? is a maximal table subset of Bi, and c and 6 are real. Let 
M=Uc-~,.,,:,(. c,, N= Ui,+t& C,. Then M c N are nc ,rmal subgroups of G 
with A[!M a minimal normal subgroup of G.‘M. Note that N = Mu C’u D. 
C and D are real classes, and C, g M implies that C, C s C. Since / /V/M 1 
has at most two distinct prime divisors, ;V;;,iM is elementary abelian. This 
proves one direction of Corollary C’. 
For the converse, suppose that M, .V are normal subgroups of G with 
Mc N, A/M a minimal normal subgroup of G/M, Np M = Cu D the 
union of two real classes of G, and MC E C. If CD n M # 0 then .YJ’ = z for 
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some XEC, LED, ,-EM. So J=.~-‘~EC~‘M=CMGC, a contradiction. 
Hence CD n A4 = a. Minimality of N/M implies that (M, D) = N. So if 
CD E C then CM G C implies CN c C, another contradiction. Similarly, 
CD & D. Thus CD=CuD. 
7. EQUATIONS; PROOF OF THEOREM E 
Throughout this section, (A, B) is a table algebra and h # c are fixed 
elements of B such that h # h and 
hc = /lh + I’( for somep, IKE lQ+. (**I 
Note that ( * * ) remains valid. replacing ,LL, 1’ by suitable positive multiples, 
under any resealing. 
LEMMA 7.1. Assume that c=C. Then sta c= sta h =sta t?, B,=Bh= 
B, = sta h u (h, h, c}, and sta h is the unique maximal table subwt of B,. 
Furthermore lf’ B is normalized then the ,foNo\~Yng equations hold, Ichew 
/1=p’-v’, u=UE(R’~U [O))B, andZrr(u)=stab: 
u2 = ?A. 
Proof: We may assume that B is normalized. So for each do B and 
rr E RB, ti(cj, a) = (d, a) = (a, d) as in Section 2. 
STEP 7.1.1. h”+\‘b=h’+d 
Proof: Since c = ?. & = k = plh + K. Thus 
h(bc) = h(ph + IV) =/LB’ + \6c = p5’ + vph + V7( 
which by associativity and commutativity equals 
b( hc) = b( ,ub + vc ) = pb’ + vbc = pb + vph + ?c. 
Hence ph’ + V$J = ph’ + ~1~5, and the result follows. 
STEP 7.1.2. h’ = /u’ + V/J + e, Inhere e E (R + u (0) ) B, e = F, and Irr(c) n 
1 1. b. h, c ) = @. Furthrrmore. pbh = ,LK’ + ec and ( c7. c) = 0. 
Proof: By (2.4), (b’, c) = (hc, A) = /L. Thus 
b’=pc+x,h+r,h+e, 
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where r, , x~EIW+U (O), e~(R+u jO))B, and frr(c)n (c,h,h)=@. By 
(III’), I $Irr(h’)?lrr(e). Now by Step 7.1.1, 
Hence M, = rz + 1’ and e = ?. Now 
h2c=(~lc+cc,h+~2i;+r)r~=~~~‘+x,hf~+~2hc+rc 
= pc2 + vhc + a&h + vc) + r-&lb + w) + ec. 
= /AC2 + \lhC + ‘&A + X,/lb + 2X21’<’ + ec’ 
which equals 
Hence 
h(h) = &lb + L’C) = phh + dx. 
/lhi; = pc2 + ZZ/l(h + /5) + 2c(, \‘C + rc. 
Since (bh, c)=(b,hc)=O, we have (c’,c)=O, a,=O, and a,=~. Step7.1.2 
follows. 
STEP 7.1.3. c1 = v(h + h) + II. u,hrre u = U E (R + u (0 ) ) B, 1 E Irr( u), und 
Zrr(u) n jh. h, c) = @. 
Proqf: Since c = F. I l Irr(c’) by (III’). Also, by (2.4) and c’= C. 
(c’, h) = (c, hc) = v = (c’, 6). Since (?, C) = 0 by Step 7.1.2, c1 = ~(h + h) + U, 
whereG=~~E(R+u[O))Band l~Irr(~) withIrr(u)n{h,h,c)=iZ(. 
STEP 7.1.4. e = 0 and hi; = c2. 
Proqf: By Steps 7.1.2 and 7.1.3, 
(phh) c = (/AC2 + ec) I’ = (ttv(h + h) + pu) c + ec2 
= pv(pb + w) + pc”Qlb + w) + puuc + ec2 
= $Y(h + h) + 2/U% + put + ec2, 
which equals 
ph(F;c) = p&lb + w) = p2h2 + phc = /&lc + v/J + e) + pQli5 + w) 
= p’v(h + h) + (p3 + pv2) (’ + p2c. 
SO ,W’C + ~UC + CT’ = p3c + p’e. It follows that 
0 = (h, UC) = (h, (7’). 
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Since cc‘” = e(rh + vi; + U) by Step 7.1.3, it follows that 
0 = (h, eh) = (h’, e), 
again by (2.4). Then by Step 7.1.2, (e, e) = 0, which implies that e = 0. Thus 
hh = c,2 by Step 7.1.2. 
STEP 7.1.5. Conclusion. 
By Steps 7.1.3, 7.1.4, and 7.1.2, 
c’h = (vb + 16 + 24) h = vb’ + dh + ub = v(pc + vb) + \‘CZ + ub, 
which equals c(k) = c(,& + VC) = pbc. + W’ = L~(,u/I + IY) + YC’. Thus uh = 
(/I’ - 11~) h = ih. It follows that Zrr(u) G sta h. 
If (1~ sta c then & = (TC for some c~ E R+. Hence by (2.4) 0 < (c, k) = 
(c2, d). Thus d~lrr(c’). Now d# h or h by (**), hence I/E Irr(u) by 
Step 7.1.3. So sta c E Zrr(u). 
Now suppose that 1’ E sta h. So U/I = th, some T E R +. Now sta h = sta h 
by Corollary 2.8, so ~6 = 7~6 for some 7c E R ‘~. Then (2.4) (applied twice) 
gives 5 = (nh, h) = (ch, h) = 71. So 
P(bC) = Z!(,lh + VC) = j,lTi; + \%‘I 
= (Vb ) C = (Tb) C = T/lb + T\‘C, 
whence CL’ = TC. Therefore sta h s sta c. This establishes that It-r(u) z= sta c = 
sta b = sta i;. Also, ub = ib and (ub) c = (UC) h yield 14~ = k, and u = zi 
implies that ufi = 3.i;. 
From the above steps. we have 
bc = ph + vc; 
hc = pb + \‘c; 
h2 = pc + Ill?: 
hh = vh + vh + I4 = 2, 
ub = j.b. 14i; = 27. UC = ic. 
It follows that B, = Bh = B, = sta b w {b, h, c). Hence sta b is the unique 
maximal table subset of B,. Finally, 
UC? = u(vb + vh + 14) = \Nl.(b + h) + u’ 
= (UC) c = ix’ = iv(b + b) + Lu. 
This implies that U’ = i-u and completes the proof of Lemma 7.1. 
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LEMMA 7.2. Assume thut c #F. Then sta h = sta 6 = sta c = sta 7. I/’ B i., 
twrrnali;ed, there exist p, (T E R + v (0 ) und P,~, e12, 14 = U E ( R + u ( 0 1 ) 
(B - (h, I?. L’. ?)) such thut lrr(u) = sta h, JICJ~~ = 0. urzd the ,fOllowin.g 
equations hold, where 2 = p2 - I!‘: 
Proqf: We may assume that B is normalized, and we use (2.4) freely, as 
in the proof of Lemma 7.1. By ( ** ), 
0 = (hc, b) = (bh, 7) = (hb, c) = (hi;, b): 
0 = (bc, F) = (c’, h); 
p = (bc, h) = (b’, ~7); 
\‘= (bc, c) = (bc. 7) = (CT, h) = (c’r, b). 
Let 7c = (b?, 4, p = (b?. c), 5 = (b’, b), ; = (c’, c), 7 = (b’, i;), and cr = (?. C). 
Then 71, p, z, <, ‘r’, UER+U (0) and n=(b’,c), p=(c’,b),z=(hh,b)= 
(hh, h), and [= (CC!, C) = (CC, F). So there exist CJ,,, e,?, eZ2, 24,. U,E 
(R ‘~ u (O})(B- (/I, i;, C, ?I) such that 
hc=nh+pc+\‘C+e,*: 
- 
STEP 7.2.2. [=O and (e,,, ez2)=0. 
Proe/!J: Irr( hc) n Zrr( bC) = @ implies that 
0 = (bc. 6) = (b’, 7’). 
(7.2.1 ) 
Thus Irr( b’) n Zrr( ?) = @. 
- 
In particular. Irr( e, , ) n frr(ez2) = @, which 
says (r,,,FJ=O. By (7.2.1), C~/rr(h’). Hence ?$Irr(?“). Thus [=O. 
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STEP 7.23. n = 0 atd (P,~, u?) = 0. 
Pmf: Since [ = 0, Irr(c’) n /rr(hc) = 0 by (7.2.1). Thus 0 = (hi, c’) = 
(h?, ~1.). The result follows from v > 0 and (7.2.1). 
STEP 7.2.4. pe22 = 0, t’,2 (‘=(~u?--)‘)h+(~~-po)~, anci(r,,,r,,)=O. 
Proof: By hypothesis, (7.2.1) and Step 1.2.3, 
(hc) F= (ph + vc) c 
which equals 
(h?) c = (pc + vr + e,J 1’. 
Hence 
Thus 
So Zw(ez2)n jh, C) = 0 and property (I) imply that pez7-0 and 
c,,~=(~‘-p’)h+(~~~-po)c. Thus O=(e,,c,hc)=(e,,h,c~). In par- 
ticular. 0= (r,,h, /I)= (e,?, h’)= (e,?. e,,). 
STEP 7.2.5. T = v atd $6 = ;‘tk + /KC + e, , c. 
Proof.’ By (7.2.1 ) and Step 7.2.3, 
h(pb + w) = h(h) = h2c = C(Th + yh + pc + e,, ), 
and 0 = (h?, h) = (he, h). It follows that 
/IT = p(hh, h) = (phh + vhc, h) = (h’c, h) 
= (,MF + P 1 { c. h)=pu,‘+(P,,l~, h). 
But O=(e,2,~,,) implies O=(e,,, ?h) = (P,, L’, h). Thus LLT = PV and hence 
T = Y. The equations above for h”c may be rewritten now as 
,llhh + vhc = \?lc + y?c + pcC + e, , C) 
hence 
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STEP 7.2.6. y=O und(e,,, u2)=0. 
Proof: Since (h6, c) = 0 by (7.2.1) Steps 7.2.5 and 7.2.2 yield 
O=y(hr, c)+,Ll(cr, c)+ (c,,c, c)=yv+ (e,,c, c), 
STEP 7.2.7. p, = ptr, + P,, C. 
Proof: By the previous steps, 
~(l’b+l~/;+U1)=~lb6=/1(.C.+r,,~~=~(l~b+l’h+u,)+r,,L.. 
The result follows. 
STEP 7.2.8. e,, = 0, U, = 11, = u2, u,h = ih, mu’ Irr(u,) = sta h. 
Proof: By (7.2.1) and Steps 7.2.2, 7.2.3, 7.25, 7.2.6, 
(c?) h=(vb+l’b+L~~)h=l~b~+l’hh+zl~h 
=v(l~b+~1~+c,,)+l~(vb+l~h+u,)+u,b, 
which equals 
Cancelling like terms yields 
W’,, + 14lf vu, +uzh=p2b+ l’U2. *** ( 1 
Now b $ Irr(e,, ) by choice of P,, , and Irr(c, , ) n Irr(u?) = @ by Step 7.2.6. 
Then (*** ) implies that e,] = 0. So u, = ~1~ by Step 7.2.7. It now follows 
from ( ***) that zrzh=nh. So property (I) implies that Irr(u,)Ssta h. 
Neither h nor h is in sta h by (7.2.1 ) (or by Corollary 2.8). If do sta h, then 
0 < (h, rlh) = (hi;, d) implies that rl~ Irr(bh). So L/E Irr(u,). Therefore 
Irr(uJ = sta h. Finally, h6 real gives 11, = 11,. 
STEP 7.2.9. Conclusion. 
Let u = u, = u2, By Step 7.2.8, ub = j,b. Since u is real, ui; = ,?I?. So 
iph + jmvc = i.(bc) = (ub) I’ = u(bc) = zc(ph + w) = j.pb + wc 
Therefore, M = A,. So sta b = Irr(u) c sta (‘. 
If O’E sta 1’. say & = r(x for some < E R I. then 
p c/h + ~‘IY = r/(ph + w) = d(bc) = (dc) h = ((cab) = 2(/d + w). 
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So d6 = (5, hence de sta i; = sta h, by Corollary 2.8. It follows that 
sta h = sta c = sta C. Finally, 
2v(h + h) + Al = i(G) = (uh) I; = u(hl;) = u(vh + vi5 + u) 
= w/l + wh + u2 = \‘l.h + Vj”h + z4l. 
So u7 = 3-u. All parts of Lemma 7.2 have been established. 
ProoJ‘oJ’ Theorem E. Suppose first (toward a contradiction) that (A, B) 
is square co-restricted. It follows from the definition that for any a, d in 
(R+ u (0)) B, Zr~(u”)) c ZW(~‘) and (od)“’ = a”‘d”‘. 
By Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, h’ = rh + I*?. Since @ # Zrr(h”‘) c ZW(~‘), we 
7 have h(l) = jjh + ?C for some /I, 7 E R with b2 + yz > 0. Hence A”’ = h’-’ = 
/Ih + ;‘I’. Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2 now yield 
IQ/J + ?I;) + v(ph + yc) + d2’ 
= (v/J + y/j + u)‘2I = (h/y’ 
and ZW(U”‘) G ITT($) = /W(U) (as U’ = ;~u). Thus we may equate coefficients 
to obtain 
It follows that fi = 1 and either ;’ = 0 or ;I = --L!/v. Now 
j-(/j'+ ;)‘) u = (j.u)“‘= (u~)‘~’ = (u(~))~ = ((f12 + y2) u)’ = (f12 + ;,2)2 j,u. 
Hence (/I’+ 7’)’ = b’ + ;‘l, so that j’+ ;” = 1. So in fact, /I = 1 and ;j = 0. 
Thus h”’ = h. Now by Lemmas 7.1 and 7.2, 
So (.(‘I = c. Then c E ZU(C(“) 5 ZW( cl), which contradicts Lemmas 7. I and 
7.2. 
Now suppose that (A, B) is square restricted. It follows from the defini- 
tion that for all LI, do (IX+ u (0)) B, Zr~((urZ)“‘) G Zrr(u”‘d’) and hence 
(from the case a = 1) Zw(d”‘) E ZYY(LZ~). So h’ = \lh + PC implies that h”’ is 
either h or C. Also, Zrr(u’“‘) z Z~r(u’) = Zrr(u). 
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7 Suppose that c = C. Then c(-)= C”‘= c”) and c(1) E Zrr(c’). Since 
C’ = V/I + ~6 + II by Lemma 7.1. it follows that eiz) is in ZU(U) = 
sta h G sta h’. Now 
and 
Zrr((hc)‘“) c Zrr(c”‘h2) = Zrr(h’) = (h, I!) 
But c”’ E Ivr(u). which is a contradiction. 
So we may assume that c#F. Suppose that h”‘=?. Then 
hb = rh + rh + u (Lemma 7.2) implies that 
(c, C) u Zrr(u”‘) = Zrr((bh)“‘) g Zrr(h”‘h’) 
= Irr( ?( rh + PC)) = Zrr(hF) u Zrr( c?) 
= jh, F,hj uZrr(u) 
by Lemma 7.2 and ( ** ). This contradicts c 4 Zrr( 11). 
Then h”’ = h and hence 6”’ = h. Now by Lemma 7.2, 
{h, c”‘} = Zrr((hc)“‘) G Zrr(h”‘c’) = Zrr(hc’) = Zrr((hc) c) 
= Zrr((ph + w) c) = Zrr(hc) u Zrr(c2) 
z (f; Cj u Irr(e,,)u (I?. 7; u Irr(e,:). 
This contradicts h $ Zrr(G) u Zrr(r,,). The proof of Theorem E is complete. 
The rest of this section is devoted to proving the following result, which 
investigates further the structure of table algebras with basis including 
elements h, (’ which satisfy ( ** ). 
THEOREM 7.3, Suppose that Irr(c’) n (h, (;, c, F) # ,@. Then, gfter u 
possible resealing of B, there e.\-ists N subalgebra U of’ A \~hich contains u 
basis V .such that [h, h, L’, 7 ) G V und either V s ( R + u (0 i ) B und ( I/, V ) is 
u table algebra with the same structure constants as one of E,yamples (6)-(g) 
of‘ Section 5, or V G RB and ( C!, V) is u table ulgrhrrr trsith the same .structure 
constants NS E.uample ( 10 ). 
Remurk. Examples (I 1 )-( 13) of Section 5 are instances where the 
hypotheses of this section hold with Zrr(c,‘) n j h, h, c, ?) = a. We do not 
know how far this list is from exhibiting all the possibilities. 
Proqj’ qf’ Theorem 7.3. First assume that c = ?. Assume that B is nor- 
malized, but then rescale so that h’= (l;,‘:) h and C’ = (I;,/%) c where 
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i. = /I’ - ?, as in Lemma 7.1. Define U’ = (l/I.) u. Then Lemma 7.1 implies 
that 
/J’/)’ = +: f)’ + 4 p + 14’ = p; 
\’ A d\/” 
Lib’ = h’; u’cf = (.I; (u’y = u’. 
Thus V := {u’, h’, hl, (.I ) spans a 4-dimensional subalgebra U of A, with 
identity element u’. If we rename ,~/~\l, r/$ as ,u, resp. v, then p’ ~ 1” = 1 
and (U, V) is a table algebra with the same structure constants as 
Example (6). 
Now assume that c # ?. Suppose that B is normalized. By Lemma 7.2, 
c’h = (p/l + oc + e2J h = ph’ + och + f’22h 
=p(l~h+~1(.)+~(~(.+Vr+e,2)+P2,h 
= pl+ + ape + (p/l + m) c + fJe,z + e22 h, 
which equals 
Thus 
c(ch) = c(/lh + 1’C) = phc + 1’2 
- 
- 
apt + oe,2 + ez2h = ,LI~C + pe,, + vez2. 
Again by Lemma 7.2, 
h(hc)=h(pc+v~+f~,2)=phc+l’hc+he,, 
= p(/dJ + w) + v(pc’+ c+ e,2) + he,, 
= p/lb + 2prc + \I”? + ye,2 + he,:, 
which equals 
(7.3.1) 
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So pw + he I2 = ~QL’ + pezz, which implies that 
If p #O then eaz= 0 by Step 7.2.4. So (7.3.1 ) yields that a~ = ~1’ and 
G = ((T/P) cIz. Applying - to the last equation gives either e,, =0 or 
r~/p = 1. Hence 
If p#O then either e,?=O or 0=/r, o=\‘, and CJ,~=G. (7.3.3) 
Suppose thut p#O and r,,#O. Then a=,~. y=v, Step7.2.4, and (7.3.2) 
imply that e,?c’= (p2- 11’) h = #I and e,?h = 1~. Then 
which implies that ef2 = I,u. Also. 
which implies ue , 2 = &CJ ,?. 
Now let h’=(li:ji.)h, c’=(~/J~)c, ~‘=(l/i.) II, c’,2=(l/‘j~)e,,. Then 
h’c’, t/F, l//i. Lit, U” are exactly as in the case above with I’ = ?, and here 
in addition, 
Thus V : = ( u’, h’, h’, c’, 7, ~;,j spans a 6:dimensional subalgebra C; of 
A with identity element u’. Rename p/J).. I!:$ as ,M, resp. 1’. Then 
,u’ ~ \I’= 1 and (U, V) is a table algebra with the same structure constants 
as Example (8). 
Su~~posc~ thut p # 0 and e Ir=O. Then Step 7.2.4, (7.3.1), and (7.3.2) imply 
that UT~ = LOI and pa = p\‘. Hence p = ,U and CJ = 1’. By Lemma 7.2. 
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Resealing as in the previous cases produces (U, V) with the same structure 
constants as Example (7). 
We may no~~ assume that 0 = 0. Then our hypothesis implies that (T # 0. 
By Lemma 7.2, 
Thus 
- 
a(ac + ez2) + e22F 
= a? + e22 (: = (a? + e22 ) ? = c2? 
= c(c(‘) = c( \‘h + \J + u) = wh + vch + cz1 
= \‘(/lh + w) + I’( \‘(’ + PJ + ic. 
- - 
Therefore 
\‘C’l2 -o-L”~~E([W+ u {O)) B. 
(7.3.4) 
(7.3.5) 
By Step 7.2.4 and Lemma 7.2, 
ez2c2 = e2,(ac + e22) = o-vph + o(p’ + v2 - 2) c + m’e,2 --- L’ 22 -t e2z2. 
Note that ~e,,c - ~~~~~~~ E (w + u (0 j ) B by (7.3.5), and this equals, by the 
calculations above. 
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Now Z~r(e,~) n Zrr(u) = @ by Step 7.2.3, hence Zur(G) n Irr(u) = @. Then 
Zrr(~)nZrr(u)=@ by (7.3.4). Thus &((T~~Y~)E(IW’ u(O))B and 
hence 0~~~ IY ,>E(R” u (0i)B. This and (7.3.5) imply 
ITe-l, = l’(’ ] , (7.3.6) 
By Step 7.2.4, for example, e,, #O and hence t’22 #O. Now by (7.3.2). 
(7.3.1) and (7.3.6) 
Then 
1’ ‘p(V-d),=v ‘cJ(1’2-fJ2)P21. (7.3.7) 
Cancelling 17 ’ and applying to each side of (7.3.7) yields that either cr = 11 
or o=p. If g=v then c’~~=o,, by (7.3.6). If a=~! then e17=p72 by (7.3.7). 
Suppose tlzut a=~!. So ‘,I=~~ ‘P,, =G. Let d= 1’ ‘ez2. Then 
Lemma 7.2 yields 
From Step 7.2.4 we obtain 
and from (7.3.2) 
Now 
which implies that uci= /Id Also, 
Thus by Lemma 7.2, d’ = c? = rh + rh + K 
Now let h’= ( l/‘t/x) h, 1,’ = (l/$) (‘, L/’ = ( 1 /,“Z) d, u’ = ( 1 jL ) II. Let 
V = {h’, ??, c.‘, 7, d’, u’), and replace ~/..v~x~ I*/~/‘; by 11, resp. 1’. Then V 
spans a 6-dimensional subalgebra U such that (c!, V) is a table algebra 
with the same structure constants as Example (9). 
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Suppo.w thut (T = v. Then (7.3.4) becomes, by (7.3.6), 
c’rz? = v/it? + !A, 
and by Step 7.2.4, 
so that 
Since i. = p’ - ? > 0 (see Lemma 2.1), it follows that 02z #G, and hence 
oz7 and ez7 are linearly independent. 
By (7.3.2). 
Thus 
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and so 
So if /I=0 and (T=Y we have 
uh = Ah: UC = icy L12 = iu; UC’ 22 = ie,,: 
(‘22 h = p”’ + /de,, ; Oz2h = \‘P,2 + $7; Cl2 c = p’h + p?; 
P2’l? = V,LLLh + pc; c’22- 7 = /lV2h + /L3h + pu. (7.3.8) 
Now we rescale. Let b’ = ( l/J’;) b, c’ = (lid’;) (‘. cL2 = ( l/i) <>I?, 
u’= (l/i) II. Then the exact analog of (7.3.8) holds for h’. c’, pi&, U’ with 
&’ vi, ‘: 1, replacing p, resp. 1’. Next. we revert to our original notation, 
so that we may assume that (7.3.8) holds with j. = p2 - \I’ = I. Then 
{b, h, c, r, c12r ez2, u 1 spans a 7-dimensional subalgebra C’ of A in which 
u is the identity element. The given set is not a table basis, since II is a 
constituent of 6~~~‘. 
Let 
Then 
It is straightforward to check that V : = (b, h, (‘, ?, (1. cc, II) is a table basis 
for U which has the same structure constants as Example (10). The proof 
of Theorem 7.3 is complete. 
8. PAIR-CLOSED SUBSETS 
Proof of’ Tktrm D. Throughout this proof (except for the converse 
direction at the end), (A, B) is a table algebra and C = (h, 1 1 < id r, r 3 2 j 
is a pair-closed subset of B. So in our notation here, b, # 1. By definition 
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of pair-closed subset, each h, is faithful for 1 < i< r. Then 1 E B - C = 
(h, 1 r < i < k ). Otherwise, we keep the notation of the previous sections, SO 
for all 1 d i, ,j d k, 
For i < r, put 
bib, = c &,“,h,, with jVrh,, >, 0. 
,,I 
hf = u, + (‘,, 
where Zrr(c,) c C u { I } and Zrr(u,) n (C u [ 1 ) ) = a. We may assume that 
B is normalized. We suppose that none of conclusions (1 )L(4) of 
Theorem D hold and proceed in a series of steps toward a contradiction. 
STEP 8.1. For clad i u,ith 1 < i < r, if’ Zrr(a,h,) L C u ( 1 ) u Zrr(a,) then 
B = C u { 1 ) u Zrr(a,). Hence a, # 0 for ail id r. 
Proqf: Fix i < r. Now h, E C, by definition. Whenever 
Zrv(&) E C u ( 1 ) u Zrr(a,) 
for some positive integer n, then 
Zrr(h:‘+‘)GZrr(h,C)u [h,) uZrr(h,u,). 
Now 
Zrr(h,C) C Zrr(h’) u C u { 1 } E Zrr(a,) u C u 
by definition of C and a,, and by hypothesis 
Zrr(h,a,) G C u ( 11 w Zrr(a,). 
It follows by induction on n that Zrr(hy) c_C u (1 ) u Zrr(a,) for all n 3 1. 
Since hi is faithful, B = B,, and the result follows. 
STEP 8.2. If’ i, j, 1~ r tcith i, .j, 1 distinct, then 
n,,la,=r.,,(r,=n,,,a,. 
Proof: C pair-closed and B normalized imply that 
bib,= 6, 1 + C i.,,,h,. 
I<, 
Then 
where 
(h,h,)h,=6,,h,+ C i,,,h,h,=ct,+j .,,, a,. 
I&, 
(1, =6,h,+ c /i,,,h,h,+i”,,,c~,E(lQ+ u (O),(Cu [l )), 
/#IS, 
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Similarly, there exist d,, ~1~ E (R + u (0 ) )(C u [ 1 ) ) with 
(h,b,) h, = d, + ~q,u, and (b,b,) h, = (I, + i,,,u,. 
Now (h,h,) h, = (h,h,) h, = (h,h,) h, implies that d, = t12 = d, and 
i .,,, u,=j .,,, u,=j -,,, u,. 
STEP 8.3. Fi.\- i #,j ,I,ith i. j 6 I’. Jf Ai,/ = 0 j;w clll 16 r lrxith I # i or j tim 
,j=iud h,h,= I +i ,,,, (h,+h,). 
Proof: If j&,,,=O for all 16~ with Ifi or,j then by (III’), 
h,h,=h,,t +i,,,h,+i,,,b,. 
So if j= i then the result follows. Assume that .j# i. Then 
h,h,=jL,,,h,+i .,,, b, 
If j.,,, = 0 then h, E sta h,. So h, faithful implies that B = sta h,. This forces 
h, = I by Corollary 2.8, which is a contradiction. Hence j.,,, #O and by 
symmetry R,,, # 0. Then Theorem C and h, faithful imply that h, and h, are 
real, sta h, = sta h,, and B = ih,, h,) u sta h,. This is conclusion (3) of 
Theorem D with C = i h,, b, ). a contradiction. 
STEP 8.4. If’ C # c then @ = C n C = Irr( u,) n c fbr ull i \r,ith i ,< I’. 
Proof: Assume that b, E C and 6 6 C for some i < r. Suppose that b, E C 
and h,~ C for some j< I’ (hence ,j# i or i). By Step 8.3. i.,,, # 0 for some 
1 <I’, If i or j. For any such 1. u, #O by Step 8.1. Then Step 8.2 and (2.4) 
yield 
O<i .,,, =(b,b,. h,)=(h,h,, h,)=i .,,,. 
Now since b, $C, the definition of C forces 1 =l#j. Therefore 
b,b,=i,,,b,+i “,,, b,+ii,,K. 
Again by definition of C and by (2.4) 
O=(h,b,,h,)=(h,h,, b,)=i .,,,. 
Hence 
b,b, = i.,,,b, + i .,,, h,, (8.4.1 ) 
with i,,, = /-,,, > 0. Since our assumptions are symmetric in ,j and i, we also 
have 
b,b,=i .,,/ b,+i,,,tJ,, (8.4.2) 
with i,,, > 0. 
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If i.,,, = 0, then (8.4.1) and (8.4.2) imply that 
hfh,=l.,,, (i .,,, h,+i,,,h,). 
Hence Zrr(a,h,) c_ jh,, h,J and at least one of (u,h,, h,) or (u,h,, h,) is 
positive. So by (2.4), either (a,, h,h,)>O or (a,, h,h,)>O. This contradicts 
our assumption that h,, h,, h, E C and the definitions of C and u,. So E.,, > 0 
and by symmetry A,,, > 0. 
Now by (8.4.1 ), h, and h, satisfy condition ( **) of Section 7 (with h, 
replacing h). By (8.4.2) h, E- Z~r(/?,h,). This contradicts Lemma 7.2. 
So we may conclude that if h, E C but h, $ C for some i then C 1-1 C = @. 
Furthermore, suppose that (hf, 6,) # 0 for some i.,j< r with i #j. Then by 
(2.4). 0 < (h,h,, h,), which contradicts /I,, h, E C and h, $ C. Hence if C # C 
then h,$Zrr(a,) for all i, j< r with i#.j. 
Still assuming that C #C, suppose that h, E Zrr(o,) for some i G r. Pick 
any ,j d I’ with i # j. Then j # i since ~EJ, $ C. By Step 8.3. there exists Id r, 
I # i,j with i .,,, # 0. Now LI, # 0 by Step 8.1, and i .,,, a, = i -,,, a, by Step 8.2. 
Thus h, E ITI’ which contradicts the paragraph above. We have proved 
that if C #C then IV(U) n C = @ for all i < I’. 
Ploof: For any i 6 r, there exists ,jG r with j# i or i. as otherwise 
conclusion (2) would hold. Take any such ,j. By Step 8.3, there is some 
16 I’, lf i, j with jb,,,# 0. Now by Steps 8.1 and 8.2, 
0 # i .,,, u,= j.,,ru, = l,,,u, 
So u, and N, are proportional, for any ,j d r with j # i or i. If i6 r, the same 
argument shows that 5, and CI, are proportional. The result follows. 
STEP 8.6. B = C w [ 1 ] w Zrr(u,).fhr rud? i < r, und C = C. 
Proof: Fix any i, j< r with i # j. Since Zrr(u,) G Zrr(hf), 
Zrr(u,h,) C Zrr(hfh,) = Zrr(h,(h,h,)) s Zrr(h,(C u ( 1 ) )) 
CC u ( 1 ) u Zrr(0,). 
The first result now follows from Steps 8.5 and 8.1. If C # C then by 
Step 8.4. 
0 = c n (C u Zrr(n,) u { 1 i ) = C n B = c, 
a contradiction. 
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STEP 8.7. u, = G, ,fk all id r. 
Proof: By Step 8.6, i < r. Then 5, = ai = ;‘a, for some 7 > 0 by Step 8.5. 
Applying the automorphism -yields (1, = jltir, whence 7 = 1. So 5, = u, for 
all id I’ by Step 8.5. 
Proof: For each i, j < Y with i #,j. 
(h,h,lb,=/ii,, 1+ 1 i .,,, h,) h,=i -,,, :‘,u+d,,, 
\ I<, / 
where NI,,E (R’ u (0) )(C u (1 ) ). Now (h,h,) h, equals 
b,h;=h,(r~,+;‘,u)= h,c,+:‘,h,u 
= P,, + o,,y,u + i’,b,ri 
for appropriate r,,~(R+u (Oj)(Cu (1)) and ~,,ER+ 
that 
uh, = ;‘, ‘(“,,,?i’,-“r,7’,)“+;‘, ‘W,,-tJ,,). 
Now if t ,< V. (2.4) and Step 8.6 yield 
0 # (ah,, b,) o 0 # ((I. h,b,) o t = i. 
u (0). It follows 
so ‘i’,~ ’ (rl,,-r,,) is a positive scalar multiple off;,. and the result follows, 
STEP 8.9. uh, = pit?, ,fbr all id r. 
ProqfI It suffices to show, by Step 8.8, that err = 0 for all t 6 r. Pick any 
i,j<r with,j# i or i. Then by Step 8.8, 
uih.h,)=u~~~I,,h,j=~~;“,,,iji,h,+n,u) 
=(uh,)b,=(p,h,+a,u)h,=p,h,b,+a,(p,b,+rr,cr). 
where Zur(h,b,) G C and h(u) = B - (C u [ I j ), Comparison of coeflicients 
of u and of h, yields 
c i!,,Q, =a,a, (X.9.1) 
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and i.,,,p, 3 oip,. Since p, > 0 and 0,3 0, we have jki,,rJ, 3 (r,~,. All terms in 
(8.9.1) are nonnegative, so it follows that ir,,g, = cr,~, and 
i,,,(T, = 0 for all f fj, i #,j ori. (8.9.2) 
Now fix any t < Y. As before, there is some ,j< r with ,j# t or i Then 
Zrr(h,h,) E C and Zrr(hjh,) c C by definition of C and property (III’). Sup- 
pose that Zrr(h,h,) E {h,, h,} and Zrr(h,h,) G {h,, 5,). Then by induction, 
Zrr(hyh,) u Zrr(hTF;,) C jh,, h,) 
for all integers n > 0. But h, faithful implies that h,~ Zrr(hy’) for some tn. 
Hence 1 l Zrr(h~‘h,). a contradiction. So there exists some i< r, i #j or j, 
with h, E Zrr(h,h,) u Zrr(h,h,). By suitable choice of notation, and Step 8.6, 
we may assume that h, E Zrr(h,h,). Then 
0 < (h,h,, h,) = (h,, h,h,) = &,,. 
Now (8.9.2) implies that CJ, = 0. 
STEP 8.10. Finul contradiction. 
Proof: As argued previously, Corollary 2.8 implies that for all i < r, 
sta h, contains no faithful element of B. Hence C n sta h, == @. So 
sta h, c Zrr(u) u { 1 ), by Step 8.6. 
If each element of C is real, Step 8.9 implies that Zrr(a) G sta h, for all 
i 6 I’. Since B = C u ( I ) u Zrr(a) by Step 8.6, it follows that B - C = sta h,, 
the set of all nonfaithful elements of B. But this is conclusion (3), a 
contradiction. 
Therefore h, # h, for some ,j < r. Now by Step 8.9, 
whence Zrr(c?) E sta h, G Zrr(cr) u { 1 ). If PE Zrr(cr) then ah, = ~,h, implies 
that &, = ;‘h, for some ;’ > 0 (by property (I)), so that e 4 Zrr(a’). It follows 
that Zrr(a’) = ( 1 ). Lemma 3.1 implies that a is a positive scalar multiple of 
a linear, real element ti of B. For each i < r, lib, = z,i;, for some T, :> 0. Since 
B is normalized. d’ = 1. Then 
h, =&/I, = d(Th,) = T,(&;) = Tfh, 
yields that t, = 1. So rib, = h, for all i < Y. This establishes conclusion (4), 
which is our final contradiction. 
For the (partial) converse, suppose that C is a set of faithful elements of 
B. If C u { 1 ) = B, then C is trivially pair-closed. If either of conclusions (3) 
or (4) of Theorem D holds for C, then for all h, E C and any df 1 in B ~ C. 
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(//I, = p,h, for some pI > 0. Hence for all h,, h, E C with i #j. and all 
DEB-(Cu (I ;), 
(h,h,, 4 = (h,, h,d) = (h,, p,h,) = 0. 
Thus Zrr(h,h,) z C u { 1 ) and C is pair-closed. 
The proofs below of Corollaries D’ and D” are based on parts of the 
proofs of [AFZ, Theorems I and 21. except where Corollary D” extends 
[AF2, Theorem 21. We give full proofs here for completeness. The argu- 
ment for Corollary D’ is elementary, but the proof of Corollary D” uses 
both the FeittThompson theorem and the full classification of the finite 
simple groups. 
Ptyf of‘ C’orollrrr.t~ D’. Assume that C is a pair-closed subset of Irt( G). 
One of conclusions (l)-(4) of Theorem D must hold. Theorem D( 1 ) 
implies Corollary D’( 1 ). 
Suppose that Theorem D(2) holds. That is, C = ix, 2) for some faithful 
XE /rr(G). Then ;cj= I,, +/rr(x + j) for some integer 117 2 0. So 
x( 1 )‘= 1 + ~~JZX( 1 ) and hence )I( 1 ) = nr i ,,I 1 + &. Since x( 1 ) is an integer, 
it follows that UI= 0 and x( I ) = I. Then G is cyclic and conclusion (2) of 
the corollary is true. 
Suppose that Theorem D( 3) holds. Then the hypotheses of Lemma 6.1 
are satisfied, with S = C and T = sta c for each <E C. In fact, T u S = Zrr( G) 
and all < ES are real. Let K = fi,, , ker x. Since T is the set of all nonfaith- 
ful irreducible characters, and hence the unique maximal table subset of 
Zrr(G), K is the unique minimal proper normal subgroup of G. Now 
Lemma 6.1 implies that conclusion (3) of Corollary D’ holds. 
Suppose that Theorem D(4) is true. Then Irv(G) contains a unique non- 
trivial linear character [I, with [I’ = I(;, and I,r(G) = C u i I(,. p). where C 
is the set of faithful irreducible characters. Then G’ is the unique proper 
normal subgroup of G, and 1 G: G’I = 2. with /I(g) = I for all KE G’ and 
/I(g)= -1 for all ~:EG-G’. If ~EC then [jx=X (by TheoremD(4)), so 
that 
;I= -x on G-G’ and 2 = l on G’, all z E C. (8.1 I ) 
Then for any .I‘ E G - G’, 
c il(?‘))I(?‘-‘)= c X(!.)2=l~,(?.)+B2(~)+ 1 Z(>.)(-%(.1’)) , t It r( c; , , t Ir-r( (;I /’ ( 
= 2- c X0’) X(.1‘) + 2. 
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Thus 
1 X(!GGTI)+ 1 x(Y)z(!‘)=4. (8.12) 
,FIlT(GI , t lrrl c;, 
If J is real, it follows from (8.12) and the Second Orthogonality Relation 
that 2 1 C,;( !,)I = 4, and hence cl J’ = G - G’ (where cl g denotes the G-con- 
.jugacy class of g E G). Since there are x E C with j # x (by Theorem D(4)), 
this contradicts (8.11 ). So each J‘ E G ~ G’ is not real. and (8.12) and the 
Second Orthogonality Relation imply / C,,( >*)I = 4. Since J‘ is not real, J’ 
must have order 4. 
Let S be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G and S, = SI-I G’. Then for any 
J‘E S- S, and .Y E S,, the argument above shows that .YJ’ has order 4 and 
C,5,(.~~,) = ((.sj~)‘). Thus ( (xJ.)‘) = Z(S) n S, = (j.‘). It follows that J* 
inverts S, by conjugation, and hence S, is abelian with a unique involu- 
tion So S, is cyclic. Then G’, a direct product of isomorphic simple groups. 
must be simple. Now G’ has a normal 2-complement by Burnside’s transfer 
theorem. Hence G’ is a simple 2-group. Thus 1 G’ 1 = 2. So if Theorem D(4) 
holds for B = Zrr(G), then in fact G is cyclic of order 4 and conclusion (3) 
of Corollary D’ is satisfied. 
For the other direction, let C be a set of at least two irreducible charac- 
ters of G. If C satisfies either of conditions (1) or (2) of the statement of 
Corollary D’ then C is trivially pair-closed. If C satisfies condition (3), let 
T = (y 1 x E IV(G) and ker y 2 K). Since an irreducible character with K in 
its kernel cannot vanish off K. C n T = @. Uniqueness of K implies that the 
elements of C are faithful. Now Lemma 6.2 implies that C = /V(G) -T and 
T = sta I for all <EC. Finally, since each <EC vanishes off K and the 
G-classes of K are real, c V is a real character. Thus C satisfies condition (3) 
of Theorem D. and so Theorem D yields that C is pair-closed. 
Proof’of’ C’otdlrrry D”. Assume that C is a pair-closed subset of C/u(G). 
One of conclusions (1) (4) of Theorem D must hold. Theorem D( 1 ) 
implies Corollary D”( 1 ). 
Suppose that Theorem D(4) holds. Then Z(G) is generated by an involu- 
tion h. and is the only proper normal subgroup of G. For any R E G with 
,y# I or h, Theorem D(4) implies that hg is conjugate to sz’, and hence s 
cannot have odd order. So G is a 2-group with (h) the only proper normal 
subgroup. Then G is cyclic of order 4 and conclusion (2) of Corollary D” 
must hold. 
Suppose that Theorem D(3) is true for C. Let C, = I, C’?, ..,, Ca be the 
conjugacy classes of G, and h, = c,. By assumption. all c’, such that h, E C 
are real. and B - C = sta h, for any h, E C. Let K = (C, / h, E sta h,. for any 
h,~ C). Since sla h, is the unique maximal table subset of B, K is the 
unique maximal normal subgroup of G. Thus G/K is simple. 
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Now KC‘, = C, for all h;~ C (by definition of K), so that the nontrivial 
conjugacy classes of G/K are precisely the KCJK for h, E C. Hence (G, K) 
is a CF-pair and all classes of G/K are real. So if G/K were of prime order 
then 1 G/K1 = 2 and 1 C 1 = 1. a contradiction. Thus G/K is a nonabelian 
simple group. 
Now G is not a Frobenius group with kernel K, since Frobenius com- 
plements are never nonabelian simple groups [P, Theorem 18.61. So [Ca, 
Theorem 21 implies that K is a p-group for some prime p. 
Since g and gk are conjugate for all g E G - K and k E K, k # 1, it follows 
that if the order of g is prime to p, then gk #kg. Thus any subgroup H of 
G with ~ji / HI acts regularly by conjugation on K, and so is a Frobenius 
complement. 
If p f2 then a Sylow 2-subgroup S of G (and hence of G/K) is 
a Frobenius complement, and thus is cyclic or quaternion [P, 
Theorem 18.11. The simplicity of G/K is then contradicted by the 
Feit-Thompson theorem (if S= 1 ), Burnside’s transfer theorem (if 1 # S is 
cyclic), or the Brauer-Suzuki theorem [ Brl ] (if S is quaternion). So p = 2. 
By [P, Theorem 18.11, if r and q are distinct odd primes then all Sylow 
q-subgroups of G are cyclic, as is any subgroup of order rq. The same 
properties hold for G/K, as well as the fact that all conjugacy classes of GIK 
are real. It follows from this and Aschbacher’s classification of thin simple 
groups [A] that G/K z SL(2,2”) or PSL(2, q), where the prime q = 1 + 2” 
for some U. If G/K E PSL(2, q) and g is a 3-element of G, then 
1 c’,(g)1 = 1 C,.(gK)I = (q + 1),/2, which is odd. So G has no element of 
order 6. By [S, Proposition 3.11, K = 1. Then C/U(G) = C u { 1 ) and G is 
simple, so that conclusion (1) holds. We may thus assume that 
G/K = SL(2, 2”). 
Let T be a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, so that Tz K. From the structure 
of SL(2, 2”) 1 T/K1 = 2” and there exists XE G of order 2” - 1 with 
xK E N, ti( T/K), hence .Y E N,(T). Also, for any g E T- K, C, E; (gK) = 
T/K. Now (x) normalizes and acts regularly on Z(T) n Kf 1. So 
/ Z(T) n K) 3 2”. For any g E T- K, C,;(g) 2 (g, Z(T) n K) implies that 
I C,(g)1 3 2”+ ‘. But by [Ca, Lemma 11, 
lC,;Cg)l = IC,, .(gK)l = I TIKI =2”, 
a contradiction. 
Suppose that Theorem D(2) holds for C. Let C, C ’ be the two 
A 
conjugacy classes such that C is comprised of h = ? and h = C ‘. and 
hh = I c I 1 + r?zh + m/5 
for some integer no > 0. Then / C’I’ = 1 Cl + 2nz 1 Cl implies that 
1 C’ 1 = 1 + 2~. Fix g E C. 
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For each x E Zrr(G), let 0% be the associated central character [I. 
pp. 35-361. Then 
tU,(~,,,(C~)=cu,(CC~)=iCl 0,’ 
implies that 
and hence that 
I Cl x(g) %!(R) =x(1 )C%(l) +%!(g) + X(R))13 all x E Zrr( G). (8.13) 
(S.l4)!fx(g) is real rim 1 +2nz)~(l),fbr ull~#l~;~Zrr(G). 
Proof: If x(g) =x(g) then (8.13) implies that 
( 1 + 2rn)(%( g)/x( I ) )” ~ 2q( g)/x( 1) - 1 = 0. 
Solving for ~(g)/x( I ) yields 
i((g)jx(l) = 1 or -l/(1 f2m). 
Now h a faithful element of C/a(G) means that (C) = G, hence g q! ker x, 
as I # l(;. So x(g) = -x( 1 )/( 1 + 2~2). Since x(g) is an algebraic integer, the 
result follows. 
If we can show that m = 0, then g E Z(G), so that G = (g) and conclu- 
sion (2) of the statement of Corollary D” will hold, completing our proof. 
So we may assume that /G/ is minimal such that a pair-closed set 
C={h,i;}~Clu(G) exists with VI > 0, and work toward a contradiction. 
(8.15) G is simple. 
Proof: Suppose that there is a subgroup N with 1 #N 2 G. G = (C) 
implies that C n N = @. Then CN/N is a nontrivial conjugacy class of G/N, 
(CN;N) ’ = C ‘N/N, (CN/N) = G/,V, and 
(CN/‘N)(C ‘NIN)=(N/N)u(CN/N)u(C ‘N/N). 
Minimality of / G / implies that { CNIN, C ‘N/N} is not a pair-closed set. 
But the only way this can happen is if Cm ‘N= CN, i.e., if C ’ z CN. Then 
for any x E Irr(G/N), x(g) = x(g I) = x(g). So (8. t4) yields that for all 
z # l(, in Zrr( G/N), 1 + 2m 1 x( 1). Now ( G/N 1 = x,F ,?,.,<, ,VI j(( 1)’ implies 
that (ICI, IG,‘NI)=l. 
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If (‘,tz, =c’zn, for some (‘,E C, 11,~ N, then c2 ‘c, EN. But C ‘C’= 
(11 ucuc ’ implies that L’ , = c2 and hence II, = 12~. Therefore, / CN 1 = 
ICI INI. So iCi=ICN/NI / IG/Nl. Thus /CI=l, a contradiction. This 
proves (8.15 ). 
Let ,u be any prime divisor of the order of y. If G has an irreducible 
character z of p-defect zero [I. pp. 133 1341, then Z(K) = 0. which 
contradicts (8.13). So G has no such character. 
By the work of Michler and Willems [W]. any simple group of Lie type 
has a character of p-defect zero (for any prime p). Thus G is not of Lie 
type. The Atlas [At] shows that if S is a sporadic simple group and .s E S, 
s # 1. with x(s) # 0 for all x E ZU(S), then S = M2? or Mzj and .Y’ = I. Since 
<q is not an involution (as C # C ’ ), and z(a) # 0 for all ): E /V(G) by 
(8.13). it follows that G is not sporadic. 
The classification of finite simple groups [G] implies that G is an altcr- 
nating group A,,, II > 5. Then G has a rational valued irreducible character 
0 with H( 1 ) = II ~ 1, (II = n - I (, . where 71 is the permutation character from 
the natural action of A,, on II letters.) Now (8.14) implies that 
So there exists an isomorphism from G into S,, the symmetric group on I 
letters, where I’ = 1 G: C,(g)1 6 II ~ I. Thus A,, = G 4 A,.. a final contradic- 
tion. The nontrivial direction of Corollary D” is proved. 
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